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Sheet metal duct fittings near me

Prices, offers, styles, and availability may vary. Our local stores do not respect online prices. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected when discovered and Lowe reserves the right to withdraw any declared offer and correct any errors, inaccuracies or
omissions, including the submission of the order. data for comparison 10 in. x 4 in. Boot box Part #: SHMBFP1024 12 x 4 in. Boot box Part #: SHMBFP1224 10 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT10 12 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT12 14 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat
Part #: SHMSCLT14 16 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT16 18 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT18 20 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT20 24 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT24 120 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #:
SHMSCLT26120 60 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT60 96 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLT96 8 in. Galvanized steel conductor Cleat Part #: SHMSCLTX 10 x 6 in. Boot frame Part #: SHMBFU1024 12 x 6 in. Boot frame Part #: SHMBFU1224 14 x 6 in. Boot Box Part #:
SHMBFU1424 36 x 18 x 18 in. Ducct Plenum Part #: SHMDBR81818362C 8 x 20 x 20 in. Conduit Plenum Part #: SHMRABR82020X 8 x 20 x 30 in. Pipeline Plenum Part #: SHHRABR82030X 10 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow conductor Part #: SHMA93010 12 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow duct Part #: SHMA93012 3 in. 30 ga
90 degree elbow duct Part #: SHMA930M 4 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow part #: SHMA930P 5 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow duct Part #: SHMA930S 6 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow duct Part #: SHMA930U 7 in. 30 ga 90 degree elbow duct Part #: SHMA930W 8 in. 30 ga 90 degree conductor Elbow Part #: SHMA 930X 9 in. 30 ga
90 Degree Duct Duct Elbow Part #: SHMA930Y 1 - 24 of 5063 results for Sheet Metal Product Pipe &amp; Fittings Chat software by BoldChat to view made products. Pipeline clamps open and close quickly to help create a tight seal. A connector clamp is required to connect 2 components. The duct end caps can be
used with a Quick-Fit clamp™ (sold separately) to cover an unused duct door. PVC end covers feature corrosion-resistant construction to help perform well in harsh environments. They are chemically resistant to most acids, bases, salts, aliphatic solutions, oxidants and halogens. 90° Elbows can help to directly change
airflow direction in a straight line of ducts. They are ideal for most dust, fog and tobacco collection applications. PVC pipeline and duct accessories feature corrosion-resistant material construction to well in harsh environments. They are chemically resistant to most acids, bases, salts, aliphatic solutions, oxidants and
halogens. These conductor reducers can be used to help you reduce hVAC conductor from one size to another. These duct tubes feature laser-joined seams and fast™ rolled edges. Pipe hangers connect directly to ceilings to help minimize pipe movement. These type dampers can be used to help or regulate the flow of
air within a duct. GreenSeam+™ models are manufactured with LEED flanges® which meet the zero VOC requirements and can help reduce energy costs while increasing the overall performance of the system. Connector sleeve accessories provide an airtight connection for round exhaust ducts. They have a 1-bolt
design that helps simplify the re-assembly of ducts. Includes polyethylene flange. Adjustable nipples can be used to help provide variable length adjustment of rapid ™ systems. Each includes a black O-ring tyre. Flexible tube adapters provide connection from ducts to hoses. They are not designed for use with metal
hoses. These O-rings can be used to help seal the ™ adjustable nipples. These angle flanges can be used to help you easily connect components and ducts to HVAC systems. These snap lock tubes are self-sealing ducts designed for commercial and residential applications. They are designed to help reduce energy
costs and increase the overall efficiency of the system. These tees can help create a 90° angle on HVAC systems. Flex connectors help isolate vibrations and noise in equipment. These machine adapters help provide easy connection of the duct to machines that require the removal of fumes or dust. The corner flange
adapters each feature an industrial standard corner flange at one end and a Quick-Fit™ rolled edge on the other. They help provide fast connection of QF pipe/conductor accessories to flagged pipes/assemblies. These anti-corrosion PVC duct flanges are ideal for use in harsh environments. They are chemically resistant
to most acids, bases, salts, aliphatic solutions, oxidants and halogens. 45° elbows are ideal for changing airflow direction in a straight line of ducts. Partial elbow design is suitable for most dust, fog, and tobacco collection applications. PVC duct and duct accessories feature corrosion-resistant material construction to
perform well in harsh environments. They are chemically resistant to most acids, bases, salts, aliphatic solutions, oxidants and halogens. These moisture duct fittings provide watertight drainage for duct or duct pans. They do not require any flange, but sealant may be needed with damaged or very rough metal surfaces.
They include covers for installations without drain pipes. These PVC connections are corrosion resistant, and ideal for use in harsh environments. They're chemical. in most acids, bases, salts, aliphatic solutions, oxidants and halogens. With standard locking quadrant handles, these butterfly valves allow users to adjust
air volume in clean air applications. These standard branches allow you to easily connect conductors to HVAC systems. 30° angle. Pipeline pipe, conductor mounting diameter 4 in, conductor mounting length 60 in, width 4 1/4 in, material galvanized duct mounting steel, duct pipe, height 4 1/4 in, for use with industrial
collection fleets surrounded by zealaks help provide an airtight connection for round exhaust duct. It features a 2-bolt design that simplifies the re-assembly of conductors. Pipeline. a polyethylene flange. Note: The availability of the product is in real time and is constantly adjusted. The product will be reserved for you
when you complete your order. Back to Top 752 Products The Pipeline Store has the largest choice of quality sheet metal pipes, duct accessories, and airflow ducts for pipeline installers and pipeline installers. If you need the duct for your air conditioning projects or heating project, the pipeline store will send your AC
pipeline quickly, directly to your home or HVAC work area. Choose from a full line of sheet metal ducts, including elbow ducts, ductwork tools, wyes ducts, flexible, galvanized ducts, and reducer ducts. We also offer a full range of duct accessories, including duct tape, watertight ducts, sheet metal screws and all the
necessary sheet metal tools needed for a professional duct installation. The pipeline store, america's HVAC pipelines trusted the supplier. Proudly family owned since 1982.Page 2 End Caps from the Pipeline Store is the perfect fitting for use when you end a running pipeline. All end caps are made of the highest quality
galvanized steel. They are perfect accessories for maintaining a professional look, especially if your duct system is exposed. Details: 24 Gauge galvanized steel price: Reg. $43.35 Sale $35.50 spiral tube and spiral tube accessories and accessories full threaded tube seal accessories and 90 degree Tee spiral tube
accessories and 90 degree cross spiral tube accessories and 90 degree conical Tee Tee accessories
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